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Abstract

This study compares the three-dimensional version of a previously proposed large-

scale particle tracking velocimetry (LS-PTV) measurement system with a simpler,

less computationally expensive, two-dimensional version for use in in-situ measure-

ments. The LS-PTV (3D) system was used as a baseline for measuring wind flow over

a flat roof in a 3m × 3m × 1.5m volume. The LS-PTV (2D) system covered a 1.5m

× 3m plane within the same volume. A 3D ultrasonic anemometer was used outside

of the measurement volume as a means to validate the LS-PTV measurements. An

analytical model of the bubbles used as tracer particles for the LS-PTV measurements

determined that the bubbles were able to resolve fluid length-scales 0.25m or larger,

which was within the size of the measurement volume. Despite being more susceptible

to errors due to incomplete background image subtraction, which was responsible for

noise in the tracking algorithm, the LS-PTV (2D) system was able to track approxi-

mately 80% more bubbles and at a lower spatial uncertainty than the LS-PTV (3D)

system. The LS-PTV (2D) system was unable to measure an exact projection of the

LS-PTV (3D) results, which was a result of the LS-PTV systems tracking different

bubbles within the same flow field. Both LS-PTV systems were found to measure

the same velocities and Reynolds stresses within the field, and the missing vertical

component from the LS-PTV (2D) measurements was deemed negligible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To obtain spatially and temporally resolved aerodynamic and wind measurements,

researchers have gravitated towards laboratory-scale experiments due to their high

resolution and controlled experimental parameters. Laboratory-scale studies of large-

scale aerodynamic phenomena are limited in their ability to reproduce the complex-

ities and instabilities of real-life wind flows. Direct large-scale wind measurements,

obtained using methods such as anemometer rakes or LiDAR, lack the spatial and

temporal resolution to fully resolve the coherent structures within a large-scale wind

flow; seen in Scarabino et al. (2007) and Mayor and Eloranta (2001). Particularly

for measurements taken using optical velocimetry methods, such as particle tracking

velocimetry, the lack of studies beyond the laboratory-scale is due to challenges in

scattering efficiencies and tracer particle fidelity, as discussed in Raffel et al. (2007).

Large-scale Lagrangian measurements can be used to obtain fluid pathlines, which in

turn can be used to quantify turbulence, coherent structures, or even gradients within

the field.

The remainder of this chapter will focus on the background information required

to fully-understand large-scale particle tracking velocimetry, from here on known as
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LS-PTV, and its limitations when applied to wind and aerodynamic measurements.

The LS-PTV technique will be presented as two measurement systems, LS-PTV (2D)

and LS-PTV (3D), and tested for simultaneous measurements of the same flow field.

The measurements obtained using the LS-PTV systems will determine how much

information from the original LS-PTV (3D) system can be obtained from a simpler

LS-PTV (2D) system.

1.1 Aerodynamic Measurement Techniques

A common technique for large-scale wind and aerodynamic measurements has been

the use of cup anemometers, and more recently ultrasonic anemometers. Historically,

cup anemometers have been simple and their functionality remains relatively un-

changed (Laughton (1882)). Kaimal and Businger (1963) designed the first anemome-

ter to use acoustic waves to measure wind velocity and heat flux; concepts which were

used to develop ultrasonic anemometers, from here on known as US. As a single point

measurement, or as an anemometer rake, US are capable of measuring both magni-

tude and direction. As US are point measurements, on their own they cannot provide

the spatial information required for a detailed analysis of a volume.

Anemometer rakes, which have been shown to resolve structures in large-scale

motions, mitigate this by adding in additional measurement points to give a profile

of the flow (Hutchins (2007)). Anemometer rakes still provide insufficient spatial

resolution to identify vortical structures; see for instance examples Scarabino et al.

(2007) and Rosi et al. (2013). One method of improving the spatial resolution would

be to increase the number of anemometers. However, increasing the number of sensors

has a finite limit due to the sensors causing blockages in the flow. Additionally,
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US and anemometer rakes suffer from the limitations of their support structures.

US can only measure as far as their support structure can reach, and there runs

the risk that the sensors and their support structures themselves will interfere with

the measurements. Interference from the sensors and their support structures was

demonstrated in Wyngaard and Zhang (1985) and Mortensen (1994), which resulted

in a wake forming and significant measurement bias as a result.

Doppler LiDAR, which stands for light detection and ranging, is another option

for full-scale wind measurements. Doppler LiDAR works by emitting a laser into

the wind and measuring the Doppler shift caused by naturally occurring particles in

the ambient air. A method proposed in Suomi et al. (2017) used LiDAR to provide

short term estimates for wind gust maxima. LiDAR only provides information on

the velocities in the same direction as its line of sight, meaning that only one com-

ponent was measured. The lack of multiple measurement components prevents more

coherent structures from being resolved by LiDAR. Towers and Jones (2016) and

Guillemin et al. (2018) used LiDAR measurements to reconstruct wind fields using

spatial and temporal models. The unmeasured velocity components in the aforemen-

tioned studies were reconstructed using a low-order dynamic model, which resulted

in only estimations of the flow field. Additionally, the spatial and temporal resolu-

tions are coarse when compared to other measurement techniques, at about 100m and

1min resolutions respectively; seen in Mayor and Eloranta (2001) and Shun and Chan

(2008). LiDAR has previously been scalled up to atmospheric scales, seen in Werner

et al. (1995). However, these measurements required the use of a laser altimeter in

space and thus are not feasible for most applications.
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To obtain high temporal and spatial resolutions, many researchers turn to laboratory-

scale experiments to provide insight into flow characteristics that are unable to be

resolved by the course resolution associated with large-scale measurements. Many

of the experimental studies into full-scale wind turbine loading and site analysis are

performed using scaled models in wind-tunnels. Studies such as Hu et al. (2012) and

Tian et al. (2017) demonstrated particle image velocimetry (PIV) using oil droplets

on a 1:350 scale wind turbine to look at boundary-layer effects on wake structure and

wake interference behind a wind turbine. While studies like these can give comprehen-

sive results, wind-tunnel testing is expensive and may not be feasible for replicating

all test conditions, such as unsteady wind flows. Real wind flow conditions are char-

acterized by unsteadiness and abrupt changes via the presence of coherent motions

such as gusts. It is unclear if these models can accurately re-create some of these

unsteady flow conditions in wind-tunnels.

Advancements in the resolution of large-scale optical velocimetry measurements,

such as particle image velocimetry, show promise in their ability to resolve aerody-

namic flows. Research done in Toloui et al. (2014), Hong et al. (2014), and Dasari

et al. (2019) used natural snowfall in planar PIV to characterize the wake structures

off of a 2.5MW wind turbine. The snowfall was illuminated using a collimated 5kW

searchlight with specially designed reflecting optics to produce a light sheet. The

experiments were able to resolve entire flow fields and vortical structures for a 50m

× 10m measurement plane. These large-scale tests are helping to lay the groundwork

for expanding optical velocimetry into much larger, non-ideal environments.

The large-scale particle tracking velocimetry, LS-PTV, technique proposed in Rosi

et al. (2014) was shown to resolve a wind flow in a 4m × 2m × 2m volume. Soap
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bubbles on the order of 25mm in diameter were used as the tracer particles for tracking

the wind flow. The LS-PTV system obtained information such as the Reynolds

stresses, velocity profiles, and Lagrangian pathlines of the measured flow field at high

sampling rates, which is unattainable using current wind measurement techniques.

The following section will go into more detail on the field of optical velocimetry

measurements and their potential for large-scale wind measurements.

1.2 Particle Image and Tracking Velocimetry

Optical velocimetry measurements are beneficial as they are non-intrusive, can mea-

sure an entire flow field simultaneously, and provide high spatial resolutions. Flow

visualization techniques have been used for over a century to understand the work-

ings of fluids that we cannot see with the naked eye. By suspending particles within

a fluid, be it liquid or gas, the motions and structures within the fluid can then be

seen. Prandtl (1904) was the first to document his flow visualization experiment us-

ing a hand-powered water channel and suspending mica particles on water surface.

These simple experiments allowed for the visualization of the particles on the surface

of the water in both steady and unsteady flow conditions. While flow visualization

began as a qualitative measurement, the advancements in photography and recording

capabilities advanced flow visualization techniques into quantitative measurements.

Particle image velocimetry (PIV), is a common optical velocimetry measurement

technique. In optical velocimetry measurements, tracer particles which are assumed

to follow the flow faithfully, are dispersed within the working fluid. The particles

are then illuminated by a light source, such as a laser sheet. The light scattered

by the tracer particles is captured using a digital camera recording at high speed.
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By splitting the frames into a large number of interrogation areas, it is possible to

use auto- and cross-correlation methods between consecutive frames to determine the

local velocity vector for each interrogation area, as discussed in Raffel et al. (2007).

In classical PTV the tracer particle paths are tracked individually over time, and

thus the Lagrangian pathlines can be resolved. The Langrangian pathlines present

some advantages to the Eulerian measurements acquired by PIV, such as their ability

to measure regions of high-shear and near-boundary regions with less error; seen in

Kähler et al. (2012). Another significant difference between PIV and classical PTV

is the seeding densities of the tracer particles in the fluid. The ability to identify and

determine the location of the particle in space are crucial steps in PTV. In PTV,

identifying individual particles becomes difficult when the seeding densities are too

high and the particles begin to overlap. For the identification steps to be successful

in classical PTV, the number of particles per unit volume must be lower than 0.005

particles per pixel, as determined by Raffel et al. (2007) and Maas (1993), such that

no false matches of particles between frames are made.

1.2.1 Large-Scale and 3D Optical Velocimetry Measurements

Planar PIV and PTV measurements are only capable of measuring a two-dimensional

cut through a velocity field. For some applications, this may not be a problem;

however, for highly three-dimensional flows, measuring two components is insufficient.

To mitigate this, methods of obtaining the third component of the velocity vector

were developed for optical velocimetry measurements. The most common way of

obtaining the third velocity component is to add a second camera view, which is

typically referred to as stereo-PIV (Raffel et al. (2007)). Stereo-PIV uses perspective
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distortion to reconstruct the out-of-plane displacement viewed from the two separate

camera views.

A technique used to obtain full-spatial measurements of a volume is tomo-PIV,

described in Elsinga et al. (2006). Due to its size limitations, tomo-PIV has typically

been limited to laboratory-scale measurements as discussed in Scarano (2012). More

recently in Scarano et al. (2015) and Caridi et al. (2016), the technique was extended

into a low-speed wind-tunnel for measurements of a 2.85m × 2.85m × 1m volume

using helium-filled soap bubbles. Some of the limitations of tomo-PIV are the power

required to illuminate an entire volume, which is typically five times more than what

is required in stereo-PIV, the long periods of time required for processing the data,

and the limitation of the depth-to-width ratio (typically about 0.25) (Raffel et al.

(2007)).

Similar to tomo-PIV, 3D-PTV is also able to capture three-dimensional measure-

ments. An early iteration of 3D-PTV was developed by Maas et al. (1993); in this

study, the temporal resolution was only 25 data sets per second. The 3D-PTV sys-

tem developed by Maas et al. (1993) measured a 200mm × 160mm × 50mm volume,

with a spatial uncertainty of 0.06mm. While the measurement volume was small by

today’s standards, this system formed the foundation for future 3D-PTV measure-

ments. A later study by Biwole et al. (2009), applied a 3D-PTV algorithm to indoor

airflow velocity measurements. Biwole et al. (2009) were able to track 1400 tracer

particles within three experimental setups, with measurement volumes ranging from

10m3 to 40m3. However, the 3D-PTV system was limited in its testing location, as

the experiments were only conducted in controlled environments.
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Resagk et al. (2006) and Lobutova et al. (2010) demonstrated large-scale 3D-

PTV in an indoor setting. The performance of the helium-filled soap bubbles as

tracer particles was evaluated within a 4m × 3m × 4m test room. The measurement

system was then utilised in a cylindrical cell, with a diameter of 7.15m and height of

3.58m, for testing thermal convection. The probability distributions of the velocity

and acceleration results from this study were found to match Gaussian distributions

well.

Shake-The-Box (STB), presented in Schanz et al. (2013) and Schanz et al. (2016)

used densely seeded flows, on the order of 0.1 particles per pixel, and a prediction al-

gorithm with an image matching technique to “Shake The Box”, followed by iterative

triangulation in space. While STB is able to measure a significantly higher spatial

resolution than tomo-PIV, the measurement system is complex and the large quantity

of pathlines produced are computationally expensive to process. Another example of

the STB technique is shown in Huhn et al. (2017), using helium-filled soap bubbles

for measurements of thermal plumes. The STB system is limited to medium-sized

volumes. Huhn et al. (2017) was able to increase the measurement volume of STB to

0.6m3, due to the increased size of tracer particle used (on the order of 300µm).

Large-scale flow measurements can also be determined from moving measurement

planes or recreated from several measurement planes stitched together. Raffel et al.

(2004) used a traversing camera system for stereo-PIV to determine rotor trailing

vortices from a helicopter rotor model. Recently, Jux et al. (2018) used robotic volu-

metric PIV to stitch together 450 independent camera views to measure the complex

aerodynamics within a 2m3 volume. While these two studies demonstrated compre-

hensive results both spatially and temporally, the complex experimental setup and
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time-consuming data processing make these studies less practical for use in outdoor

studies where conditions are changing.

By using a significantly larger camera sensor size, the number of pixels within

the captured images can be increased, which in turn allows for the field of view

to grow larger. Jenkins et al. (2009) utilised an increased camera sensor size to

enlarge a stereo-PIV measurement system in a wind-tunnel for testing rotorcraft,

which increased the measurement plane to 1.5m × 1m. Currently, increasing the

camera sensor size like in Jenkins et al. (2009) is not feasible for most applications

due to the high cost of cameras, complexity of the data, and immense data processing

time required. One way to obtain spatially resolved data without increasing camera

sensor size is through increasing the size of the particle image captured by the optical

velocimetry system, which can be accomplished by using larger tracer particles.

1.2.2 Use of Alternative Tracer Particles

When utilising optical velocimetry techniques in liquid flows, determining a suitable

tracer particle is simple. Typically, a solid particle can be used as long as it is neutrally

buoyant, fits within the parameters of the experiment, and has a Stokes number much

less than unity. The Stokes number is defined as:

Stk = τp/τf , (1.1)

where τp is the particle response time and τf is the response time of the fluid.

Particles made of polystyrene, hollow glass spheres, or aluminum flakes are com-

mon as solid tracer particles as they allow for the particle size to be increased due to
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their low relative densities described in Melling (1997). Alternatively, gaseous bub-

bles or oil droplets can also be used as tracer particles in liquid flows (Raffel et al.

(2007)).

For gaseous flows, determining an appropriate tracer particle is challenging. Solid

tracer particles can still be used, such as polystyrene or glass spheres; however, their

sizes must be 20-50 times smaller than those used in liquid flows (Raffel et al. (2007)).

Aerosols and smoke may also be used; however, health concerns of researchers must

be considered. Studies such as Kähler et al. (2002) investigated the effectiveness

of atomizers; a common method for seeding air flows. Melling and Whitelaw (1975)

discussed the challenges associated with tracer particles in gaseous flow measurements,

and increasing the size of the tracer particles was indicated as a practical solution.

Since there is a lower limit of the particle image size, which is determined by the pixel

size of the optical system, there is a limit on how large an optical velocimetry system

can be made without increasing the size of the particle image or camera sensor size.

One method for increasing the measurement volume is by increasing the size of the

tracer particles, such that their particle image becomes larger.

The use of soap bubbles as tracer particles is a newer development in optical

velocimetry measurements and allows for the technique to take place in lower density

fluids, such as air. Bosbach et al. (2009) and Kühn et al. (2009) used the technique of

using bubbles, in this case helium-filled soap bubbles (HFSB), for quantitative flow

analysis. The use of HFSB was then adapted for large-scale tomo-PIV measurements

in Kühn et al. (2011). Kühn et al. (2011) increased the spatial measurements of

the tomo-PIV measurements to the order of about 1m3. Recently, an application of

HFSB in tomo-PIV was used for wind-tunnel testing by Scarano et al. (2015) and
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Caridi et al. (2016).

As mentioned in Section 1.1, another development is that of super-large-scale

PIV in Hong et al. (2014) and Toloui et al. (2014). The super-large-scale PIV system

used natural snowfall as tracer particles in PIV and was able to resolve the blade tip

vortices from a full-sized wind turbine over a 10m × 50m plane. To mitigate the snow

being a non-ideal tracer particle, the average settling velocity of the snow flakes was

subtracted from the velocity results. While the super-large-scale PIV technique was

innovative, it is limited to heavy-snowfall conditions and nighttime test periods.

1.3 Objective

The objective of the current study is to compare the simple LS-PTV (2D) system with

the LS-PTV (3D) system developed in Rosi et al. (2014) and quantify the effectiveness

of the two measurement systems at resolving large-scale wind flows. The LS-PTV

(2D) system requires significantly less time and complexity for the experimental setup

as only one camera location relative to the calibration target is required. The LS-PTV

(2D) system offers the advantage of only requiring a quarter of the image processing

time than its three-dimensional counterpart. The LS-PTV (3D) system is to be used

as a benchmark for how the system typically performs. An US acts as a validation to

ensure that the LS-PTV systems are collecting wind data of the same magnitude as

a standard wind-measurement technique. The US ensured that even at times when

there were minimal bubbles present in the LS-PTV field of view, there would still

be a method of checking the data. The effectiveness of the soap bubbles used as

tracer particles in this study will be analysed to quantify the minimum measurable

length-scales of the bubbles. The measurements taken using the LS-PTV (2D) system
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are not expected to be an exact projection of the LS-PTV (3D) results. However,

the LS-PTV tracks are to be compared with each other to determine how much of

the same information the systems can capture. The spatial uncertainties of the two

LS-PTV systems are to be compared to determine which LS-PTV system can more

effectively detect and track the bubbles within the measurement volume. The impact

of the weather during measurements and its effects on image processing techniques

are analysed and discussed. The current study endeavours to determine whether the

simpler, and less computationally expensive LS-PTV (2D) system, can be used for

measuring large-scale wind systems.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 of this thesis will discuss the dynamics of tracer particles, and the methods

used to assess tracer particle fidelity for tracking fluid motions. These methods will

be used in a simple analytical model to assess the soap bubbles performance as a

tracer particle in the LS-PTV measurements.

Chapter 3 will describe the experimental setup, which includes the location of

the measurements and how the measurements were synchronized. The updated cal-

ibration methods are described here, along with the results for both the LS-PTV

systems. The effects of weather and light conditions on the image processing meth-

ods conducted are detailed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 details the results obtained from the March 6th, 2018 experiments.

The results include the overall velocity profiles obtained from the two LS-PTV sys-

tems, and the values collected using the ultrasonic anemometer. The mean Reynolds

stresses are analysed, and the performance of each measurement system is compared.
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Two sections of recordings were selected, and their pathlines and corresponding veloc-

ities are compared amongst the three measurement systems to ensure that the results

are consistent. The conclusions of the current study are summarized in Chapter 5.

Extensions to be done on the subject of the current study are also discussed here.

The uncertainty analysis of the LS-PTV (3D), LS-PTV (2D), and ultrasonic

anemometer results are discussed in Appendix A. This is followed by Appendix B,

which contains the MatLab codes used in the image processing of the raw videos, and

example calculations from the LS-PTV results.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Stokes Flow

Stokes flow forms the basis of the dynamics required to make optical velocimetry

measurements using small particles effective. As the particles used in optical ve-

locimetry systems are small, the inertial forces of the particles can be deemed neg-

ligible, and thus their motions are exclusively due to the surrounding fluid (Melling

(1997)). Though using the Stokes assumption to estimate tracer particle fidelity in

optical velocimetry measurements is common practice, the simplification from Stokes

assumption tends to overestimate the performance of the particles. The drag experi-

enced by the particles tends to be higher than what is estimated using Stokes drag,

as determined by Dring (1982). In the Stokes assumption, the spherical particle is

at a low Reynolds number, which is associated with a very large coefficient of drag,

which is modeled in Equation 2.1 as:

CD = 24/Re. (2.1)

The large drag coefficient is only valid for Re<1. For small particle Reynolds
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numbers, the forces are dominated by viscous effects, and thus the bubble tends to

move on the same path as the fluid. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of a tracer

particle within a system, the Stokes number, Stk, may be used. Recall from Equation

1.1, the Stokes number is a ratio of the tracer particle response time to the response

time of the fluid itself. Smaller Stokes numbers indicate better tracking capabilities

of the tracer particle. For Stk<1, the particles follow the fluid streamlines effectively.

For Stk<0.1, the tracking errors of the particles are below 1%, as defined by Raffel

et al. (2007).

2.2 Tracer Particle Dynamics

For effective velocimetry measurements the tracer particles must follow the flow faith-

fully and scatter enough light for their image to be picked up by the cameras. This

adds additional limitations when identifying the right tracer particle for a measure-

ment system. The light scattering efficiency of a particle is dependent on its charac-

teristics such as size, shape, refractive index, and the power of the incident light. For

many large-scale velocimetry systems, the measurements must be performed using

larger than normal tracer particles, such that the particle images can be captured by

the cameras in the system. Faleiros et al. (2019) evaluated the tracer particle fidelity

for systems using HFSB with diameters on the order of half a millimetre, which is

considered large for a tracer particle. By measuring the slip velocity of the bubbles in

PIV, the time response of the HFSB was obtained. The tracing capabilities from this

particular study were determined to be approaching that of an ideal tracer particle.

For the current system, analytical methods were used to estimate the effectiveness of

the bubbles, which were on the order of 25mm in diameter.
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Figure 2.1: Schematics outlining the analytical models used to quantify the time re-
sponse of the bubbles: (a) The model assumes constant mass, radius and
film thickness ofM , R and T , respectively. The model evaluates the veloc-
ity response of the bubble, u(t), which experiences a drag force of D due
to an impinging (uniform) gust front of velocity U(t). (b) U(t) represents
the sinusoidal gust ramp followed by a steady final velocity, Uf . Three
model variants for drag force were considered in the analytical model: (c)
Stokes’ drag; (d) Quasi-steady drag at a sub-critical Reynolds number;
and (e) Quasi-steady drag plus the contribution from added mass.

2.2.1 Soap Bubble Performance as a Tracer Particle

The bubbles used in the current study experience Reynolds numbers that are too

large to be treated within Stokes flow, where the inertial forces are neglected. To

obtain a realistic and conservative estimate of the performance of the soap bubbles

as tracer particles, the dynamics of the bubbles were analysed. A theoretical wind

gust was applied to the analytical bubble model and the bubble response time to the

wind gust was then estimated.
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Figure 2.1(a) summarizes the parameters within the bubble time response model.

A bubble of radius R and film thickness T experiences a drag force of D due to a

uniform impinging gust. Due to the drag force, the bubble is propelled in the direction

of the gust at a velocity of u(t). The gust itself has a velocity time trace of U(t), which

is shown schematically in Figure 3.5(b). U(t) is comprised of two stages: a sinusoidal

ramp of time length τg, during which the wind velocity increases from zero to a final

velocity of Uf ; and a steady stage where u(t)= Uf for perpetuity. A film thickness of

T = 10−7m was used. τg was selected on a case-by-case basis such that the same four

dimensionless gust length-scales, s/d, were tested for a variety of bubble diameters.

The system shown in Figure 2.1(a) can be described using the following dynamic

equations for drag and mass:

D = Mdu/dt, (2.2)

where M is the mass of the bubble and is defined as:

M = ρA4/3π(R− T )3 + ρW4/3π(R3 − (R− T )3), (2.3)

where ρA and ρW are the densities of air and water, respectively. Traditionally, Stokes

flow is assumed for tracer particles, as shown schematically in Figure 2.1(c). The drag

force for Stokes flow is given in Equation 2.4:

D = 6πρAvR(u− U), (2.4)

where D is the drag force on the particle, ρf is the density of the working fluid, R is

the particle radius, U is the fluid velocity and u is the particle velocity.
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It is known that the Stokes assumption is appropriate for traditional tracer par-

ticles with diameters on the order of microns, which typically experience particle

Reynolds numbers on the order of unity or less. In contrast, the assumption of Stokes

drag is inappropriate for the bubbles used by the current study due to their consid-

erably larger size and instantaneous particle Reynolds number of 3800. As such, the

study calculated the velocity response of the bubbles using Stokes drag, and two ad-

ditional models of drag to see which dynamic model provided the most conservative

estimation for bubble performance as a tracer particle. The first additional variation

of drag was a quasi-steady drag force, which is shown schematically in Figure 2.1(d),

and denoted in Equation 2.5:

D = 0.5CDρA(U − u)πR2, (2.5)

where, CD is set to 0.5, which is an acceptable estimate of the bubble’s drag coefficient

given its operating Reynolds-number regime.

The final variation of the drag force includes an additional added-mass term (see

Figure 2.1(e)), which should play a significant role for accelerations on larger bubbles.

The variable K represents the added-mass coefficient and is equal to 0.64 for spheres

in this model. Equation 2.6 presents the drag force for the added-mass model:

D = 0.5CDρA(U − u)πR2 + 4/3ρAπR
3K(d(U − u))/dt. (2.6)

For each unique combination of bubble radius, gust wavelength and drag force

variant, an ordinary differential equation was developed. The ordinary differential

equations were numerically integrated with time, t, to solve for the bubble velocity,
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u(t). A Stokes number (Stk) was calculated from each bubble response as the time

required for the bubble to reach 0.63Uf divided by τg.

When comparing the three models of drag using the differential equations, it

was found that the quasi-steady mode of drag produced the most conservative Stokes

number estimations. For gust lengths on the order of one bubble diameter, the Stokes

number approaches 1. For gust lengths on the order of 10 times the bubble diameter,

the Stk approaches 0.1. From this analytical solution, it can be assumed that the

25mm diameter soap bubbles are effective tracer particles for measuring length scales

10 times their own diameter, which is well within the measurement volume used in the

LS-PTV experiments performed in the current study. The lower limit of measureable

length scales using the soap bubbles as tracer particles is 1300 times larger then the

Kolmogorov length scale for the current study.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Methods

The following chapter provides information on the techniques and equipment used for

the LS-PTV (2D) and LS-PTV (3D) measurements, and the measurement validation

and comparison using the ultrasonic anemometer.

3.1 Experimental Set-up

The LS-PTV measurements were performed on the flat roof of McLaughlin Hall at

Queen’s University, which was approximately 12m above the ground. The building is

located just north of the edge of Lake Ontario. The camera system was set up near

the edge of the roof, with a 1m tall railing as the only obstruction to the measurement

space. Figure 3.1 shows an aerial view of the flat roof where the experiments were

performed.

The LS-PTV (3D) system was formed by a 6m × 6m square in the southeastern

corner of the roof. The field of view (FoV) of the LS-PTV (3D) system covered a

3m × 3m × 1.5m volume, located at a height of 2m above the ground. The LS-PTV

(2D) system was able to capture a 1.5m × 2m plane at a height of 2m above the

ground, which covered the eastern half of the x-y plane. The LS-PTV (2D) camera
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Figure 3.1: Aerial view of the rooftop of McLaughlin Hall at Queen’s University.
This image was obtained using Google©Earth. The red square on the
flat portion of the roof indicates the 6m × 6m square where the cameras
for the LS-PTV (3D) system were located. Cameras for the LS-PTV
(3D) system were on the corners of the red square. The image is oriented
such that north is pointing towards the top of the image, which coincides
with the spanwise direction. The average wind direction was from the
northeastern direction.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of LS-PTV systems, with the y-axis pointing North.
Cameras I-IV are for LS-PTV (3D) measurements and Camera V is for
the LS-PTV (2D) system. The ultrasonic anemometer is located at the
downstream edge of the system to act as a validation for the velocity mea-
surements obtained by the LS-PTV systems. The particle seeder, which
was comprised of a bubble generator raised 2m off the ground, was located
at the southern edge of the building. The particle seeder changed location
along the x-axis to coincide with fluctuating wind directions during the
experiments.

was located at a height of 0.7m from the ground. The prevailing wind direction for

the measurement location was from the north east, which was consistent with the

experimental results.

Figure 3.2 shows the schematic for the LS-PTV systems, based off of the system

used in Rosi et al. (2014).

The LS-PTV systems used 25mm diameter soap bubbles as tracer particles. The

soap bubbles were seeded into the flow 5m upstream from the measurement space.

The bubble generator was located 2m above the rooftop and in-line with the height

of the measurement volume. After the bubbles dispersed downstream into the mea-

surement volume, the four digital cameras from the LS-PTV (3D) system, positioned

on each corner of the 6m × 6m square, recorded data. Cameras in the LS-PTV (3D)

system were angled upwards at 25°. Each camera for the LS-PTV (3D) system was
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equipped with a 50mm Nikon lens.

The LS-PTV (2D) data was collected using a fifth camera located in the center

of the 6m × 6m square. The LS-PTV (2D) camera used a 20mm Nikon lens and

pointed vertically upwards, with a slight angle of negative 4°about the x-axis. The

small angle of the camera allowed for a small increase in the FoV to be resolved using

the small angle approximation.

The cameras used in the LS-PTV (3D) system were four Canon EOS Rebel T3i

cameras, and the camera used in the LS-PTV (2D) system was a Canon EOS Rebel

T5i. Recordings were collected at a rate of 60Hz and a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels

for all cameras. The cameras were synchronized using the Shoot multi-function 5-in-

1 wireless camera radio to infrared remote control system. The infrared sensor was

wired to the receiver which received a signal from a Pixel RW-221 DC2 remote. The

infrared sensor triggered the cameras to all begin recording. Examples of the sensors

and remotes used for synchronization are shown in Figure 3.3.

The depth of field for the LS-PTV (2D) system was 1.15m. This encompasses

0.57m into the LS-PTV (3D) measurement volume, as well as 0.35m below the mea-

surement volume. The bubbles that were outside of the depth of field were out of

focus, and were not picked up in the recordings. Additionally, limitations on number

of pixels for the bubbles were implemented to the tracking algorithm prevent bubbles

that were too close to the camera lens from being tracked.

The recordings from the experiments were collected on March 6th, 2018. Record-

ings were approximately 10min in length and combined to approximately 55min of

LS-PTV footage. The US, which was located at the edge of the FoV at a height

centered at the midpoint of the measured volume. The US data was sampled at 50Hz
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a) b)

Figure 3.3: a) Image of the Shoot multi-function 5-in-1 wireless camera infrared re-
mote control that was used to trigger all five of the LS-PTV cameras used
in the experiments and b) the Pixel RW-221 DC2 wireless receiver and
remote. The user triggered the remote when the experiment was intended
to start, then the reciever, which was wired to the Shoot sensor, received
the signal to trigger the cameras.

using a Thies Clima 3D ultrasonic anemometer.

3.2 Calibration

The calibration results from previous iterations of the LS-PTV systems were able to

obtain a calibration to within 50µm. To improve the LS-PTV systems and ensure

that the LS-PTV (2D) recordings would have a precise enough calibration to obtain

meaningful results, a new method was developed to improve the calibration.

A new calibration target, shown in Figure 3.4, was developed and manufactured to

ensure that the locations of each calibration point were visible from all directions and

their locations relative to one another known to the nearest 0.5mm. The new target

was machined from 0.5m threaded rods, which were fastened to a vertical central hub
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Figure 3.4: The improved calibration target for both LS-PTV systems. The bottom
of the target was at a height of 2.5m from the ground. The image above
is from the view point of one of the LS-PTV (3D) cameras. Each of the
calibration points was made from a table tennis ball, which was painted
to improve visibility.

at vertical intervals of 0.5m. Table tennis balls were used to mark the calibration

points at the ends and mid-points of each threaded rod. In total, 12 threaded rod

arms with 24 individual calibration points were created and then mounted onto a 2.5m

pole which stood in the center of the LS-PTV (3D) FoV. The increase in number

of calibration points, and the increased precision of their locations allowed for the

calibration to be improved significantly for both LS-PTV systems. The calibration

target was designed in such a way that all 24 calibration points were visible from each

camera location, which allowed for only a single static calibration image to be used

for each camera, which in turn improved the accuracy of the procedure.
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Calibration files with the locations of the 24 calibration points in space were cre-

ated, and the camera orientation files were created which listed the camera locations

within the calibration frame of reference. The calibration and camera orientation files

were used as the baseline for the calibration procedure, and incorporated the opti-

cal impacts of the light scattered by the calibration target into the camera sensors.

The locations of four of the 24 calibration points were indicated manually during the

calibration procedure, which was used by the algorithm to sort the calibration point

locations into their correct locations on the calibration images.

In order to ensure that both of the LS-PTV systems were tracking bubbles within

the same frame of reference, a rough calibration of the two systems together was

preformed. The rough calibration was done by substituting one of the camera view

points of the LS-PTV (3D) system, in this case Camera I, with the calibration image

and camera coordinates of the LS-PTV (2D) system. By inputting the LS-PTV (2D)

camera coordinates and calibration image into the LS-PTV (3D) system, and then

calibrating, the two systems fine tuned their camera locations relative to eachother.

The camera coordinates obtained through the rough calibration were then inputted

as the starting coordinates of the separate LS-PTV (2D) and LS-PTV (3D) final

calibrations. The updated calibration target and procedure was able to improve the

LS-PTV (2D) calibration from 70µm to the final value of 35µm. The final values

for the calibrations of both systems were 35µm and 45µm for the LS-PTV (2D) and

LS-PTV (3D) systems, respectively.
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3.3 Particle Seeding Methods

In experiments like those performed by Scarano et al. (2015), the soap bubbles were

filled with helium to counter the weight of the soap films and create a neutrally

buoyant tracer particle. As the tracer particle size increases, like those used in the

current study, the need for the particles to be filled with a low-density gas diminishes.

With a much larger bubble, there is less soap required to cover the surface area of the

sphere relative to its volume of gas. Assuming a soap film thickness of approximately

3×10−7m, which was determined by Vannoni et al. (2013), the overall density of the

tracer particles in the current study is estimated to be 1.26kg/m3. This is only a

1% increase in density relative to the air, which can be considered negligible. With

a negligible difference in the relative density between the working fluid (air) and the

bubbles, the only problem with using the large bubbles for velocimetry measurements

comes from their size. As determined in Section 2.2.1, the soap bubbles for the LS-

PTV experiments are assumed to be effective tracer particles for measuring length-

scales 10 times the diameter of the soap bubbles.

The bubbles in the experiments were produced using a commercial bubble gen-

erator. Indoor testing was performed with the bubble generator in an empty room,

which determined the 400-800 bubbles per minute production rate.

In laboratory measurements where the flow direction is constant, particle seeding

is simple. During the LS-PTV experiments, the wind direction and velocity changed

frequently. The bubble generator used as the particle seeder frequently required to be

moved in order to keep the bubbles produced upstream of the measurement volume.

It was determined that the simplest method for moving the bubble generator and

following the wind direction was to move it manually.
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3.4 Data Processing

To begin processing the data, the recordings were decomposed in to individual frames

using MatLab. An average background image was taken every 60 frames. The aver-

age background image was used to subtract the background from each frame, which

mainly consisted of clouds. The removal of as much background cloud cover as possi-

ble was important in the image processing scheme; any remaining noise in the back-

ground of the frames would interfere with the identification and subsequent tracking

of the bubbles.

The ambient light and cloud cover present in each recording influenced the thresh-

olding parameters used in the image processing scheme. The thresholding technique

was used to remove additional noise from the background image subtraction and add

higher contrast between the white glare points of the bubbles and the dark background

of the sky.

For recordings with highly mobile, intermittent clouds, the average background

image subtraction and thresholding techniques were not enough to completely remove

the clouds from the background. Recording no. 4 is an example of incomplete back-

ground image subtraction, where the recording contained highly mobile clouds over

a clear sky. The high contrast between the clouds and the sky made the clouds very

difficult subtract and threshold out of the frames without removing the glare points

from the bubbles which led to not all of the clouds being removed from this record-

ing. Due to the remaining noise from background image subtraction of clouds being

detected and occasionally tracked as bubbles, the number of detected and tracked

data points in recording no. 4 was biased to be significantly higher than the other

recordings.
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In most recordings, the bubbles were tracked as the glare points resulting from

the sunlight. The size of the glare points ranged from 5px × 5px to 12px × 12px.

Recordings no. 1 and 2 had very low ambient light and high cloud cover, resulting in

a very dark background against the bubbles. In these two recordings the bubbles did

not appear as glare points, but as shadows of the enitre bubble against the dark sky.

The sizes of the bubble shadows in recordings no. 1 and 2 were approximately 25px

× 25px. The image processing for recordings no. 1 and 2 had to be done separately

from the other recordings due to this phenomenon. There was minimal noise from

background image subtraction in the resulting frames from these recordings as the

background was a constant dark gray throughout the recordings.

After the background image subtraction and thresholding of the recordings, the

resulting frames were converted to black and white, such that the bubble glare points

were white, and the background was black. White particles on a black background

was the standard that was used for tracking in the PTV software. An example of a

frame from the original recording and its processed counterpart can be seen below in

Figure 3.5.

The processed frames were then imported into OpenPTV, an open source PTV

software, for the tracking algorithm. The OpenPTV tracking algorithm was able to

determine the orientations of the camera interior and exterior, lens distortion, and

the geometric modelling of the light beams passing through various media within the

optical system. The aforementioned parameters were inputted into OpenPTV, which

were incorporated into the algorithms for both calibration and tracking. A PTV

algorithim was chosen for the current study due to its Lagrangian frame of reference,

which would allow for the LS-PTV technique to be developed for measuring areas
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Figure 3.5: The left side of the image is from the original recording obtained with
Camera IV. The processed counterpart of the same recording with Camera
IV is shown on the right. The average background image was obtained by
taking mean value of each individual pixel over a 1s interval. The average
background image was then subtracted from the current frame to remove
any background noise, such as cloud cover. Frames were then converted
to grayscale in MatLab and the image intensities thresholded to produce
white bubbles on a black background.

of high shear and coherent structures which are likely to occur in outdoor wind

applications.

OpenPTV allowed for flexible settings, such as number and positions of cameras,

and tolerances of locations for detection. The tolerance for the search radius used for

detection of the bubble positions was set to equal half of the bubble radius. Ideally,

this tolerance would have been higher to account for the second glare point that can

occur on the opposite side of the bubble. By keeping the search radius high, the two

glare points of a single bubble would be grouped together and tracked as a single

bubble. In practice, increasing the search radius to encompass the entire bubble

diameter added significant error to the obtained bubble tracks. Additionally, most of

the bubbles identified in the frames only used a single glare point for identification,

which helped lower the bias associated with tracking both glare points of a single

bubble.
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The recordings collected with Camera V, which was a part of the LS-PTV (2D)

system, encountered a new problem that was not seen in the LS-PTV (3D) data.

Although the cloud cover had been subtracted out of the frames, not all was fully

removed. For the LS-PTV (3D) system, the leftover noise from the background image

subtraction caused minimal errors in the actual bubble tracking. The minimal error

on the LS-PTV (3D) system was due to the algorithm only tracking objects that were

detected in the same location within the measurement volume by all the cameras. If

noise due to background image subtraction was detected in only a single camera view,

it was not tracked by the entire LS-PTV (3D) system. This gave the LS-PTV (3D)

system a method of “self-checking” which removed potential errors due to incomplete

background image subtraction.

The LS-PTV (2D) data lacked this ability to “self-check”. Since there was only

one camera, any object or group of pixels detected as a particle by the algorithm was

tracked. The single camera view made the LS-PTV (2D) data more susceptible to

image processing errors, caused by phenomena such as highly mobile clouds, that were

not fully subtracted out in the image processing procedure. Recording no. 4 of the

LS-PTV (2D) data set was a particularly good example of the highly mobile clouds

causing error in the tracked particles. Significantly more “bubbles” were detected and

tracked by the system in recording no. 4, which led to biased results seen in Chapter

4.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This chapter describes and analyzes the results from the LS-PTV experiments con-

ducted on March 6th, 2018. The results include those from the LS-PTV (3D) system,

the LS-PTV (2D) system, and the US. The bubble tracks, which were assumed to fol-

low the flow accurately for large-scale perturbations, were used to extract velocities

and Reynolds stresses, which formed the basis of the comparison between the two

LS-PTV measurement systems. Finally, samples of continuous bubble tracks were

selected and their associated pathlines and velocities were compared. These path-

lines were used to determine if the LS-PTV systems were measuring the same sets of

bubbles, and if the results were consistent amongst the three measurement systems.

4.1 Description of Data Sets

Table 4.1 presents the parameters for each of the 7 data sets collected on March 6th,

2018. The wind direction measured by the US during the recording periods was from

the northeast, which was consistent with the LS-PTV results. The wind direction

indicates that the wind was characterized by the rough terrain and large buildings

located northeast of the measurement volume. The seeding density was inconsistent
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throughout the recordings due to the changing wind direction, and the associated

delay in moving the bubble generator upstream. The number of tracks obtained for

both systems, listed in the third and fourth columns of Table 4.1, indicate that the

LS-PTV (2D) system tracked 80% more bubbles than the LS-PTV (3D) system. The

significant decrease in the number of bubbles tracked by the LS-PTV (3D) system

stems from issues with inconsistent illumination of the measurement volume and

background noise subtraction within recording frames.

The illumination of the soap bubbles changed dramatically between recordings due

to cloud cover. Recordings no. 1 and 2 had complete cloud cover in the background,

and the remaining recordings had intermittent clouds against a blue sky. The cloud

cover caused bubbles to not be illuminated properly in some recordings, and thus not

be detected and tracked by all cameras in the LS-PTV (3D) system. Recordings with

intermittent clouds proved difficult to fully subtract the background image, which

created areas of bright pixels within the processed frames. These bright areas caused

a significant increase in the number of false detections and tracks for the LS-PTV

(2D) measurements in particular. The LS-PTV (3D) system was less affected by this

error as the bright pixels associated with background-image subtraction were less

likely to be detected in all four camera views, and thus would not be tracked.

4.2 Velocity Profiles

The velocities extracted directly from the LS-PTV measurement systems were plotted

along the z-axis, which was defined to be normal to the ground. The mean velocities,

u, v, and w, were calculated for each height and associated measurement system then

plotted in Figure 4.1. The velocity profiles shown in Figure 4.1 contain all 55min of
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Table 4.1: Overview of the recordings collected using the LS-PTV (3D) system, LS-
PTV (2D) system and the ultrasonic anemometer. All measurements were
synchronized with one another.

Recording
No.

Mean
Wind
(m/s)

Direction No. 3D
Tracks

No. 2D
Tracks

1 1.39 NE 792 1324

2 2.61 NE 349 4052

3 2.77 NE 1155 10799

4 3.11 NE 2809 13186

5 2.91 NE 1897 6303

6 3.03 NE 769 4946

7 2.62 NE 559 2130

data. The velocity components, u, v, and w correspond to the streamwise, spanwise,

and vertical components, respectively. The velocities at z/L values of the LS-PTV

(3D) data shown in Figure 4.1, which correspond to the measurement heights of the

US and LS-PTV (2D) system agree well. The error bars present in Figure 4.1 represent

the uncertainty in the particle location determined in Appendix A. The velocity

components of the LS-PTV (3D) system are much larger at z/L values significantly

higher than the measurement heights of the LS-PTV (2D) system depth of field and

US. This suggests that the LS-PTV (2D) system is a good estimation of the lower

heights of the LS-PTV (3D) system measurement volume due to the vertical velocity

being near zero at these heights. The near zero values for the vertical component

of velocity indicate that the wind flow through the measurement volume is mostly

two-dimensional.

To obtain more detail on the profiles obtained by the LS-PTV (2D) measurement

plane, the velocity profiles of all three measurement systems were plotted in the

normalized streamwise direction. Figure 4.2 shows the mean velocities, u, v, and
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Figure 4.1: Mean velocity profiles for the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical compo-
nents of the LS-PTV (3D), LS-PTV (2D), and ultrasonic anemometer
measurements plotted along the normalized height of the measurement
volume. The velocities were normalized by the velocity magnitude mea-
sured by the US. These profiles demonstrate agreement of the LS-PTV
systems and ultrasonic anemometer measurements at heights where the
vertical velocities are near zero. The deviations of the LS-PTV (3D) mea-
surements at larger heights would be considered out of plane, thus not
measured, by the US and the LS-PTV (2D) systems. The US measure-
ments indicate that the w values for the LS-PTV (2D) measurement plane
are near zero.
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Figure 4.2: Mean velocity profiles for the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical compo-
nents of the LS-PTV (3D), LS-PTV (2D), and US measurements along
the normalized streamwise direction of the measurement volume. The
velocities were normalized by the velocity magnitude measured by the
US. The resultant profiles of the LS-PTV (2D) show agreement with the
LS-PTV (3D) and US results. The w profiles obtained by the LS-PTV
(3D) skew slightly negative, which may be caused by the large deviations
in w seen at larger heights in Figure 4.1.
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w collected by the LS-PTV (3D) system, the LS-PTV (2D) system, and the US.

The error bars present in Figure 4.2 represent the uncertainty in the particle location

determined in Appendix A. The velocity profiles shown in Figure 4.2 contain all 55min

of data. The LS-PTV (2D) system results show agreement between the corresponding

LS-PTV (3D) values. The vertical component of velocity, w, for LS-PTV (3D) is

slightly negative which is consistent with the results of Figure 4.1. The differences

observed between the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) profiles are attributed to

differences in the number of bubbles tracked by the two systems, and the height of

the measurement plane of the LS-PTV (2D) system. An increase in the quantity of

tracked bubbles by LS-PTV (3D) would likely have led to the two LS-PTV system

profiles collapsing into each other.

4.3 Particle Distribution

To ensure that results from the LS-PTV systems are consistent with previous studies,

the bubble dynamics were investigated. The probability density function for small

seeding particle accelerations in an isotropic turbulent flow acted as a benchmark for

the bubble behaviour in this experiment (La Porta et al. (2000)). Figure 4.3 shows

the acceleration distributions of the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) components

compared with the probability density function developed by La Porta et al. (2000).

The low values for extreme acceleration cases in the LS-PTV (2D) measurements

indicate that there are outliers within the tracked bubbles at near zero accelerations.

This error is attributed to the background noise present in the processed images,

which is being tracked as bubbles by the LS-PTV (2D) algorithm. The background

noise would have had minimal movement between frames, which in turn would bias
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the acceleration distribution of the LS-PTV (2D) measurements towards zero. The

LS-PTV (3D) system avoids most of this error, as the background noise would need

to be detected in the same location for all four cameras in order to be tracked, which

was unlikely to occur. Despite the outliers, it was determined that both LS-PTV

systems are capable of measuring a spectrum of bubble accelerations, consistent with

results for much smaller seeding particles in laboratory-scale experiments.

4.4 Reynolds Stresses

Figure 4.4 presents the Reynold stresses measured by the LS-PTV (3D) system, the

LS-PTV (2D) system and the US for their associated normalized vertical positions,

z/L. The Reynolds stresses shown in Figure 4.4 were normalized using the mean

velocity collected by the ultrasonic anemometer. The error bars present in Figure

4.4 represent the uncertainty in the particle location for each timestep determined in

Appendix A, which was then normalized by the mean velocity obtained by the US.

The Kolmogorov length scale for the current study was 0.00018m, which is 1300 times

smaller than the smallest measureable length scale of the LS-PTV systems which was

discussed in Chapter 2. The limitations on measureable length scales due to the

tracer particle dynamics corresponds to a smallest measurable Reynolds stress equal

to 0.16m2/s2, which was smaller than the measured values indicated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 shows that the vertical Reynolds stresses, w′w′, were minimal along the

vertical direction, indicating that fluctuations of this component are small compared

to the other stresses in the measurement volume. The streamwise, spanwise and shear

Reynolds stresses for the three measurement systems showed strong agreement at low

heights within the measurement volume. At large z/L values the Reynolds stresses
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Figure 4.3: The black curve shows the probability density function of small particle
accelerations in an isotropic turbulent flow developed by La Porta et al.

(2000). The acceleration distribution of the components of the LS-PTV
(2D) and LS-PTV (3D) results were plotted along with the La Porta et al.
(2000) curve to compare the results of their accelerations. While some
error for accelerations near zero is skewing both measurement systems
results, particularly for LS-PTV (2D), the shape of the curves remain
similar. The similarities between the curves indicate that the bubbles
can measure a variety of acceleration spectra and are consistent with
results for much smaller particles.
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in the streamwise direction obtained by the LS-PTV (3D) system become larger than

those evaluated by the LS-PTV (2D) system. As the LS-PTV (2D) system is unable

to detect bubbles located far outside of its measurement plane, it is expected that

there would be some discrepancies between the two systems at large heights.

Figure 4.5 shows the Reynolds stresses obtained by all three measurement systems

plotted for their associated streamwise positions, x/L. The error bars present in Fig-

ure 4.5 represent the uncertainty in the particle location for each timestep determined

in Appendix A, which was then normalized by the mean velocity obtained by the US.

The LS-PTV measurements are increasingly similar in Figure 4.5, even overlapping

for some positions. The results from the Reynolds stresses along the streamwise di-

rection demonstrate that the LS-PTV (2D) system measures the same fluctuations

and trends exhibited by the LS-PTV (3D) system and US. It can be assumed from

Figure 4.5 that the LS-PTV (2D) system can capture the fluctuations and profile

shapes occurring within the measurement volume when the vertical component of the

volume is deemed negligible.

4.5 Pathline Comparisons

While the average wind velocities and flow characteristics were discussed in the pre-

vious sections, the following section will focus on short recordings from the LS-PTV

measurements. The pathlines and velocities of the tracked bubbles obtained from

the LS-PTV systems during these short recordings are compared and their shapes,

locations, and magnitudes analyzed. The original recordings of the sections selected

for this analysis did not have any clouds present in the background, therefore there

are no background-image subtraction errors present in this section. Since the vertical
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Figure 4.4: The Reynolds stresses for the streamwise, spanwise, vertical, and shear
components were plotted along the vertical direction. The stresses were
normalized using the velocity magnitude measured by the US, U . The
LS-PTV (2D) results are of the same magnitude as the LS-PTV (3D)
results for the same z/L heights. The differences at larger z/L values are
expected as the LS-PTV (2D) systems is measuring at a lower height and
would be unable to view bubbles at large z/L values due to the bubbles
being above the measurement plane. The US indicates slightly lower
Reynolds stresses for all components, but falls within a similar range to
the LS-PTV results.
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Figure 4.5: The Reynolds stresses for the streamwise, spanwise, and shear compo-
nents were plotted along the streamwise direction. The stresses were
normalized using the velocity magnitude measured by the US. For these
profiles, the LS-PTV (2D) and the LS-PTV (3D) systems demonstrate
the same trends. The LS-PTV (3D) and the LS-PTV (2D) systems cap-
ture the same profile shapes and Reynolds stress magnitudes for each
component.

component of velocity was near zero for the measurements obtained using the LS-

PTV systems, it can be assumed that the motions of the bubbles were primarily in

the x-y plane and thus the bubble pathlines were unlikely to leave the measurment

plane.

A section of continuous data with minimal velocity fluctuations was chosen. This

section was from recording no. 5 and represents 2.35s of continuous bubble data.

Figure 4.6 shows the pathlines from this section of data, where the green pathlines

are the LS-PTV (2D) measurements and the red pathlines are the LS-PTV (3D) mea-

surements. The blank areas of the measured plane shown in Figure 4.6 are regions

where no bubbles were tracked by either LS-PTV system. The blank regions demon-

strate the inconsistensies of the bubble generation methods deployed in the current

study.

The pathlines in Figure 4.6 show the same directions and locations of the bubble
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pathlines for both LS-PTV systems. The pathlines of the two LS-PTV systems do

not overlap completely, which suggests that the two systems are not measuring the

exact same sets of bubbles simultaneously. However, the pathlines demonstrate that

the two systems are measuring bubbles that are entrained within the same flow field

based on their general locations and direction of flow.

As expected from the initial statistics of the bubbles tracked per recording, the

LS-PTV (2D) system captures significantly more pathlines than the LS-PTV (3D)

system. The LS-PTV (3D) measurements resolved significantly more pathlines that

appear to move perpendicular to the majority of the fluid motion. These perpendic-

ular pathlines were likely caused by meandering bubbles occurring at large heights,

which were common in the experiments. These bubbles took a less linear path through

the measurement volume, moving back-and-forth as they passed through the volume.

The corresponding mean velocities for the same period of 2.35s are shown in Figure

4.7. The LS-PTV measurements in this section correspond well, with velocity spikes

occurring at similar points in time. The spikes in the LS-PTV (2D) velocities are

significantly smaller than the results from the LS-PTV (3D) system. As the LS-

PTV (2D) system was able to measure significantly more bubbles than the LS-PTV

(3D) system, the velocity peaks experienced by individual bubbles would have been

averaged out.

The pathlines shown in Figure 4.8 correspond to a 2.35s section in recording no. 4.

This section contains mostly continuous bubble seeding in the flow and was selected

due to the occurrence of a gust in the spanwise component of velocity measured by

the US. The gust was defined as a fluctuation of a single standard deviation from the

mean in at least one component of velocity.
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Figure 4.6: The pathlines from the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) systems, in red
and green respectively, plotted over the normalized x-y plane. These
pathlines correspond to recording no. 5 and represent 2.35s of continuous
bubble data. Most of the pathlines are flowing in the same direction and
locations. There are numerous tracks that are moving independently to
the rest of the data. These independent tracks indicate that while the two
independent LS-PTV systems are obtaining similar results, the LS-PTV
(2D) is not an exact projection of the LS-PTV (3D) system.

Figure 4.8 shows similar pathline trends to Figure 4.6, where the majority of

pathlines are going in the same direction and located in the same regions of the

measurement field. Many of the pathlines of the LS-PTV systems do not overlap

directly; however, their locations and direction indicate that the two LS-PTV systems

are measuring the same flow field.

The pathlines moving perpendicular to the the rest of the flow field are also

present in Figure 4.8, particularly in the LS-PTV (3D) results. In this section of

data, meandering bubbles were still visible in the original LS-PTV (3D) recordings.

However, the back-and-forth motions in which the bubbles travelled through the
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Figure 4.7: The corresponding velocities in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
u and v, from the recording section presented in Figure 4.6 are plotted
against normalized time, t∗. The corresponding US data is also plotted
for comparison. All velocities have been normalized by the magnitude of
the mean US, U . The LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) measurements
were able to observe the same velocities that the US measured. The
fluctuations in the LS-PTV (2D) velocities are small. The small peak
velocities are caused by the large number of tracks averaging out any
fluctuations present in this time section.

volume appeared to be much faster in this recording. These motions of the meandering

bubbles are likely contributing factors to the pathline shapes found using the LS-PTV

(3D) system.

The corresponding velocities for the pathlines plotted in Figure 4.8 are shown in

Figure 4.9. Both of the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) systems were not fully seeded

with bubbles for the entire duration of the recording section. The LS-PTV (3D) and

LS-PTV (2D) measurements are of the same magnitude as the US signal for the

duration of the recording. However, both LS-PTV measurements are not following

the US signal as closely as they were previously in Figure 4.7, particularly at the

beginning of the section. A likely cause for the discrepancy between measurement

systems at the beginning of the recording would be the seeding methods for the LS-

PTV systems. As the velocity components in the streamwise and spanwise directions
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Figure 4.8: The pathlines from the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) measurements, in
red and green respectively, plotted over the normalized x-y plane. These
pathlines correspond to recording no. 4 and represent 2.35s of bubble
data. Most of the pathlines indicate bubble motions were in the same
directions and locations for both LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) data.
Similar to Figure 4.6, the LS-PTV (2D) tracked significantly more bub-
bles than LS-PTV (3D). Numerous track exist in both LS-PTV systems
which are moving independently from the majority of the tracks. These
pathlines are likely associated with oscillations in the direction of motion
of the bubbles, which was noted in the raw recordings of this time section.

were fluctuating, the upstream location for the bubble generator needed to change in

order to keep the volume fully seeded with bubbles. The bubble generator had a delay

associated with changing its location, as it was done manually. The US indicated large

fluctuations in the wind speeds at the start of this section of recording, therefore it

is likely that the volume was not fully seeded with bubbles at the time. As such, it

was unable to fully resolve the wind velocities at the beginning of this time section,

which led to the LS-PTV measurements not corresponding to the US signal.
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Figure 4.9: The corresponding velocities in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
u and v, from the data section presented in Figure 4.8 are plotted against
normalized time, t∗. The corresponding US data is plotted for compari-
son. All velocities have been normalized by the magnitude of the mean
ultrasonic anemometer, U . The LS-PTV measurements were within the
same magnitude as the ultrasonic anemometer measurements. However,
the LS-PTV systems do not agree with the ultrasonic anemometer mea-
surements as closely as they had in Figure 4.7 at the start of this time
section. The differences between the LS-PTV systems and the US data
suggest that there were not enough bubbles in the measurement volume
during this section of recording to fully resolve the wind velocities.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

In this study a comparison between the LS-PTV (3D) and LS-PTV (2D) measure-

ment systems was performed to further develop the techniques for large-scale wind

measurements. The LS-PTV (2D) system was expected to be much simpler and four

times less computationally expensive than its three-dimensional counterpart, LS-PTV

(3D), and thus its performance needed to be assessed. While being more susceptible

to errors caused by incomplete background image subtraction, it was found that the

LS-PTV (2D) system was able to track significantly more bubbles and at a lower spa-

tial uncertainty, than its 3D counterpart. The LS-PTV (2D) system did not measure

an exact projection of the LS-PTV (3D) measurement; however, it was able to obtain

most of the useful information from the measurement volume as effects from the miss-

ing vertical component were deemed negligible. The LS-PTV (2D) system is therefore

recommended as an attractive solution to simplify the measurements and decrease the

computational expense associated with additional cameras views for measurements

in mostly two-dimensional flows.
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The conclusions that were determined from the current study are as follows:

1. The soap bubbles are effective tracer particles for measuring fluid length scales

ten times the diameter of the bubbles.

2. The LS-PTV (2D) measurements were more susceptible to errors due to in-

complete background image subtraction than the LS-PTV (3D) measurements.

3. The LS-PTV (2D) system was able to track more bubbles and at a lower spatial

uncertainty than the LS-PTV (3D) measurements.

4. The effects of the missing vertical component in the LS-PTV (2D) measure-

ments were noticeable in some cases, but were deemed negligible in comparison to

the other measured components within the flow field.

These conclusions are to be discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Soap Bubble Fidelity as Tracer Particle

To assess the capabilities of the soap bubbles as tracer particles, three analytical

models of drag were tested, and the bubble’s velocity response to a prescribed gust

of wind was calculated. The resultant time response of a bubble to a wind gust was

used to calculate a more conservative Stokes number than what would be found using

typical the Stokes assumption. The analytical model for quasi-steady drag offered

the most conservative estimation of the bubble’s velocity response. Assuming quasi-

steady drag, the model determined that the bubbles could follow the flow faithfully

for fluid length-scales of approximately 10 times larger than the bubble diameter

itself. This puts the maximum measurable length-scale at 0.25m, which was well

within the spatial limits of the measurement volume. The Kolmogorov length scale

for the current study was on the order of 0.00018m, which is 1300 times smaller
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than the smallest measureable length scales of the soap bubbles as tracer particles.

The performance limitations of the soap bubbles as tracer particles created a cutoff

Reynolds stress for the results obtained in the current study. The Reynolds stress

results seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 indicated that the measured Reynolds stresses were

larger than the cutoff Reynolds stress and thus were acceptabe measures of LS-PTV

performance.

5.1.2 Background Image Subtraction Errors

Image processing of the recordings collected from both the LS-PTV (2D) and LS-PTV

(3D) systems concluded that a major challenge lies in background image subtraction.

Stationary or slow-moving objects, such as buildings in the distance or slow-moving

clouds, were easily subtracted from the backgrounds of the recordings. However,

fast moving clouds were found to change too quickly from frame-to-frame, and thus

subtracting the average background over a given set of frames left a region of bright

pixels where the clouds had been located. The region of bright pixels would then be

detected as a group of bubbles by OpenPTV and tracked. The false tracks did not

move smoothly through the FoV like the bubbles. Instead, the false tracks moved

randomly in short bursts within the region of bright pixels.

For the LS-PTV (3D) data, the background was not the same in every camera

view. The difference in camera backgrounds meant that the background image sub-

traction noise may not be present in all of the camera fields of view. In order to track

a bubble through the volume in the LS-PTV (3D) system, the bubble’s position in

space needed to be identified and matched with all four cameras. If the background

subtraction noise was not present in all four cameras, the region of bright pixels left
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over from subtraction was unlikely to be tracked. This ability to “self-check” with

each camera view and cut out noise gave the LS-PTV (3D) a less biased particle

acceleration distribution, which was consistent with a known tracer particle accel-

eration distribution seen in Figure 4.3. For the LS-PTV (2D) data, there was no

“self-checking” as there was only one camera. The lack of additional camera views

meant that any pixels present from background subtraction noise were always de-

tected and tracked. The noise was noted to skew the results, and was particularly

noticeable in the particle acceleration distribution in Figure 4.3.

5.1.3 Tracking Ability and Uncertainty

While the ability to “self-check” kept the background image subtraction errors smaller

for the LS-PTV (3D) system, it also impacted the overall number of bubbles tracked

in the volume. If the ambient light was not strong in a recording, the glare points of

the bubbles were difficult to pick up in all four cameras. The lack of light meant that

many bubbles that were present in the LS-PTV (3D) system were not tracked, as they

were not detected by all four of the cameras. The number of bubbles tracked was also

impacted by the ability to seed the volume with tracer particles effectively. It was

found to be challenging to fully seed the volume with bubbles at all given times, which

resulted in many data sections with minimal bubbles in the measurement volume.

Since the LS-PTV (2D) system did not have to match the locations to other cameras,

it was able to track approximately 80% more bubbles than the LS-PTV (3D) system.

With the LS-PTV systems tracking different quantities of bubbles, the results of

the LS-PTV (2D) are not an exact projection of the results from the volume measured

by the LS-PTV (3D) system. Figures 4.6 and 4.8 demonstrated two instances where
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the pathlines from both measurement systems were moving in the same direction

and regions, but did not always overlap perfectly. The differences in pathlines were

likely due to the systems tracking slightly different sets of bubbles, with the LS-

PTV (2D) system picking up on bubbles below the FoV of the LS-PTV (3D) system,

and difficulties viewing bubbles from all four cameras in the LS-PTV (3D) system.

Despite the differences in which bubbles were being tracked, the measured velocities

for the two sections of pathlines showed strong agreement with all three measurement

systems. The agreement between the three measurements systems indicated that even

though the LS-PTV systems are tracking different sets of bubbles, they can obtain

meaningful results from the same flow field.

The improved calibration methods used for both LS-PTV systems yielded a much

lower spatial uncertainty than previous iterations of the system. Calibrations obtained

uncertainties within 35µm and 45µm for the LS-PTV (2D) and LS-PTV (3D) systems

respectively. This lead to spatial uncertainties of 20% and 27%, which were calculated

and presented in Appendix A.

5.1.4 Effects of the Missing Vertical Component

The agreement between the measured velocities and Reynolds stresses in Figures 4.2

and 4.5 indicate that the LS-PTV (2D) data is able to measure the same overall

quantities as the LS-PTV (3D) measurements. However, due to the increase in num-

ber of bubbles tracked its values maintain a higher statistical significance than the

values obtained using the LS-PTV (3D) system. Coupled with the improvement on

spatial uncertainty determined by the calibration, the LS-PTV (2D) system was able

to measure more bubbles with a smaller spatial uncertainty.
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The vertical component of velocity and Reynolds stress was investigated using the

US and the LS-PTV (3D) system, shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.4, to show how much

of the spatial information the LS-PTV (2D) system was missing. From these plots it

was determined that there was some deviation away from zero in the w profiles in the

vertical direction. The small vertical velocities at low heights within the measurement

volume indicate that the flow is mainly two-dimensional at these heights and thus the

LS-PTV (2D) measurements would be a good estimation of the volume. However, the

deviations from zero were much larger at larger heights than the LS-PTV (2D) system

was capable of measuring. The Reynolds stress, w′w′, in the vertical direction was

found to be near zero for both the LS-PTV (3D) system and the US measurements.

The near zero vertical stresses indicate that there is minimal energy going into the

vertical component of velocity within the volume, and thus the vertical component

can be deemed negligible.

5.2 Future Work

The current study used a simple and abstract view of the bubble performance as

a tracer particle to justify their use in LS-PTV measurements. For the system to

gain traction as a mainstream measurement tool, the large-scale tracer particles must

have a comprehensive performance analysis performed to ensure that the bubbles

are adequate tracer particles for a variety of flow conditions. The performance of

the bubbles as tracer particles may be tested using a complex analytical model, or

as its own experiment, like those performed in Faleiros et al. (2019). The main

takeaway from this additional research must be the response time of the soap bubble

to a wind gust or fluctuation. To do this, the added mass effects on the bubble
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must be fully understood. If the performance of the soap bubble could be quantified

precisely then there is potential for a correction factor to be developed and applied

to measurements done using these types of tracer particles. This would significantly

improve the accuracy of the results obtained using the LS-PTV systems.

A major problem that the current study faced was the uneven seeding density

throughout the recordings. As the measurements were taken outdoors, the prevailing

wind direction was always changing. The change in flow direction required the bubble

generator position to constantly be moving. The simplest method determined was to

manually change the bubble generator position for the duration of all recordings. To

remedy this, a new method of bubble generation must be implemented. Improvements

to the seeding density of the system could be accomplished using multiple bubble

generators, or one larger one at a very large distance upstream from the LS-PTV

measurements.

Though the image frames were processed in such a way so as to avoid tracking

multiple glare points from the same bubble, this outcome was sometimes unavoidable.

Ideally, a search radius equal to that of the bubble diameter would have been used

when determining the bubble positions in space with all four cameras in the LS-PTV

(3D) system. In practice, having a search radius this high caused significant error to

the pathlines. The pathlines resolved using large search radii often no longer followed

the bubbles’ trajectories that were identified in the original recordings. To mitigate

this, a search radius of approximately half of the bubble radius was used. This was

employed to prevent as many double tracking instances as possible, while still keeping

the pathlines on their identified trajectories. In the future, a code should be used to

identify pathlines that are within one bubble diameter of one another and follow a
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parallel trajectory, similar to the methods used in Rosi and Rival (2017). The average

location in space of the parallel pathlines could be taken to combine the two pathlines.

This would prevent any measurement bias caused by double tracking a single bubble.

Additionally, the LS-PTV systems should be tested in a controlled and repeatable

environment, such as a large wind-tunnel. This would allow for more statistically

significant results to be obtained and compared. These experiments would give the

potential for multiple tracer particles to be compared for the same measurement con-

ditions. A large wind-tunnel would also allow for improved particle seeding methods

to be implemented. With improved seeding densities, the bubbles could be used to

resolve more complex fluid structures, such as vortices.
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Appendix A

Uncertainty Analysis

In this appendix, the uncertainty in the LS-PTV (3D) system, the LS-PTV (2D)

system, and ultrasonic anemometer measurements are quantified.

A.1 LS-PTV (3D) Uncertainty

In this section, a brief description of the uncertainti in the LS-PTV (3D) measurement

system is detailed.

The calibration of the LS-PTV (3D) system was able to triangulate the system to

within 45µm. Since the number of pixels on the camera chip was known, the average

calibration error in pixels was calculated to be 2.2px.

The glare points associated with the individual bubbles and the associated search

radius used for their position triangulation between cameras add an additional form

of uncertainty to the measurements. A search radius of 0.08mm was used to match

the bubble positions between cameras in the LS-PTV (3D) system, which corresponds

to 3.9px.

These two values give a combined uncertainty in bubble position of 8.6px.
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The change in the incident sun angle within the measurement volume was calcu-

lated to determine if the location of the bubble glare points on the bubbles changed

as they moved through the volume, which would add another form of uncertainty.

This form of uncertaity was deemed negligible for the LS-PTV measurements as the

incident light angle only changed 5.75 × 10−10 degrees within volume.

The average velocity over all recordings was found to be approximately 2.29m/s

by the ultrasonic anemometer, which translates to 31.2px between each frame. This

gives a resulting error in bubble displacement σd of approximately 27%.

The corresponding uncertainty in the velocity, σv, is calculated by:

σv = |v|
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where v is the velocity, σd

∆d
is the 27% uncertainty in bubble positions, and σt

∆t
is the

uncertainty in the time step between frames, which was assumed negligible.

A.2 LS-PTV (2D) Uncertainty

In this section, a brief description of the LS-PTV (2D) uncertainty presented this

study is detailed.

The calibration of the LS-PTV (2D) system was able to triangulate the system to

within 35µm. Since the number of pixels on the camera chip was known, the average

calibration error in pixels was calculated to be 1.6px.

The glare points associated with the individual bubbles and the associated search

radius used for their position triangulation add an additional form of uncertainty to

the measurements. A search radius of 0.08mm was used to match bubble positions

between cameras in the LS-PTV (2D) system, which corresponds to 3.9px.
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These two values give a combined uncertainty in bubble position of 6.24px.

The change in the incident sun angle within the measurement volume was calcu-

lated to determine if the location of the bubble glare points on the bubbles changed

as they moved through the volume, which would add another form of uncertainty.

This form of uncertaity was deemed negligible for the LS-PTV measurements as the

incident light angle only changed 5.75 × 10−10 degrees within volume.

The average velocity over all recordings was found to be approximately 2.29m/s

by the ultrasonic anemometer, which translates to 31.2px between each frame. This

gives a resulting error in bubble displacement σd of approximately 20%.

The corresponding uncertainty in the velocity σv is calculated by:

σv = |v|
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where v is the velocity, σd

∆d
is the 20% uncertainty in bubble positions, and σt

∆t
is the

uncertainty in the time step between frames, which was assumed negligible.

A.3 Ultrasonic Anemometer Uncertainty

The Thies Clima 3D ultrasonic anemometer has no moving parts or electrical compo-

nents that require a calibration for measurements. The ultrasonic anemometer has a

known error of 0.17% for wind veocities at 20°C (Thies Clima Operating Instructions:

Ultrasonic Anemometer 3D 2013). Additional errors of 1% may occur for every 6K

acoustic virtual temperature deviation. The deviation in virtual temperature was

deemed negligible for this set of experiments, thus the error remains at 0.17%/
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Appendix B

MATLAB Code Samples

In this appendix, the MATLAB scripts used to process the results obtained from

the use of OpenPTV. A description of the function of each scrpit is provided in the

comments section of each script.

B.1 Image Processing

This section details the codes used to obtain the raw images from the video data,

calculate and subtract out the ambient background, then threshold to the white-on-

black images required as an input to OpenPTV.

1 %=========== 1. Average Background Image Processing ============

2 % ==========================================================================

3

4 %Raw videos imported and the average of each pixel is taken for every

5 %second of video.

6 %The average images are then saved to be used in the remaining image

7 %processing to remove background noise.

8 %The example code is for camera V, video 5.

9

10 clc

11 clear all
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12 close all

13

14

15 v = VideoReader(’MVI_6611.mov’);

16 nframes = v. NumberOfFrames;

17 vHeight = v.Height;

18 vWidth = v.Width;

19 frames = v.read(inf);

20

21 avg = zeros([ vHeight vWidth 3]);

22 i_start = 1;

23

24 for t = 1:1: nframes/60

25 i_end = 60*t;

26 avg = 0;

27 for i = i_start:i_end

28 frame = im2single(read(v,i));

29 avg = avg+(1/60)*frame;

30 end

31 imwrite(avg , [’cam5_5avg.’,num2str(t), ’.jpg’]);

32 i_start = i_end;

33 end

34

35 %=============== 2. Image Processing ================

36 % ==========================================================================

37

38 %Raw videos imported and the frames are converted into black and white. The

39 %average images taken in the previous section of code are subtracted from

40 %each frame. The intensity threshold of each pixel is changed to create the

41 %white bubbles on black background.

42 %Images are then saved in a format accepted by OpenPTV.

43 %The example code is for camera V, video 5.

44

45 clear all

46 close all

47 clc

48

49 v = VideoReader(’MVI_6611.mov’);

50 nframes = v. NumberOfFrames;

51 n = nframes;
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52

53 i_start = 1;

54

55 for t = 1:1: nframes

56 i_end = 60*t;

57 img = imread ([’cam5_5avg.’,num2str(t), ’.jpg’]);

58 bw = rgb2gray(img);

59 bw = imadjust(bw , [0.6 0.99] , []);

60 for i = i_start:i_end

61 frames = read(v, i);

62 f = rgb2gray(frames);

63 f = imadjust(f, [0.6 0.99] , []);

64 f = f - bw;

65 f = imadjust(f, [0.2 0.5], []);

66 j = i;

67 imwrite(f, [’cam5.’,num2str(j), ’.tiff’]);

68 end

69 i_start = i_end;

70 end

71

72 for j = 1: nframes

73 movefile([’cam5.’, num2str(j), ’.tiff’], sprintf(’cam5.%d’, j));

74 end

,
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B.2 Calculation of Vertical Velocity and Reynolds Stress Profiles

This section describes the codes used to sort the particle tracks by heights into bins

to calculate the velocity profiles and Reynolds stresses in the vertical direction.

1 %% Velocity and Reynolds stress Profile in Veritcal Direction

2 % Written by: Carolyn Fisher

3 % Contact e-mail: c.fisher@queensu.ca

4 % Last Updated: March 2019

5

6

7 %========== Velocity Profiles in Vertical Direction =============

8 % ==========================================================================

9

10 %The positions and velocities of every bubble detected are inputted in as

11 %long arrays for the 2D, 3D, and US data. The data is then seperated out by

12 %height into bins.

13 %From these bins the profiles can be plotted and the Reynolds stresses for

14 %heach height are calculated.

15 %All input data from OpenPTV was initially in the units of milimeters.

16 %Variable vel() is the 3D PTV data , and vel2D () is the 2D PTV data combined

17 %into continuous arrays.

18

19 %For example:

20 %vel(:,1) = all x-positions of the 3D PTV

21 %vel(:,2) = all y-positions of the 3D PTV

22 %vel(:,3) = all z-positions of the 3D PTV

23 %vel(:,7) = all u of the 3D PTV

24 %vel(:,8) = all v of the 3D PTV

25 %vel(:,9) = all w of the 3D PTV

26 %us(;,1) = all u of the US data

27 %us(;,2) = all u of the US data

28 %us(;,3) = all u of the US data

29

30 close all

31 clear

32 clc

33
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34 %The mean velocities for the streamwise , spanwise , and vertical directions

35 %were calculated for later use.

36 vel_uavg = mean(abs(vel(:,7)));

37 vel_vavg = mean(abs(vel(:,8)));

38 vel_wavg = mean(abs(vel(:,9)));

39 us_avg (1) = mean(us(:,1));

40 us_avg (2) = mean(us(:,2));

41 us_avg (3) = mean(us(:,3));

42

43 %%for heights 2200mm -2400 mm

44 j = 2400;

45 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

46 temp_x = temp_x ’;

47 u_zpos2200_2400 = vel(temp_x, 7);

48 v_zpos2200_2400 = vel(temp_x, 8);

49 w_zpos2200_2400 = vel(temp_x, 9);

50

51 %for heights 2400mm -2600mm

52 j = 2600;

53 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

54 temp_x = temp_x ’;

55 u_zpos2400_2600 = vel(temp_x, 7);

56 v_zpos2400_2600 = vel(temp_x, 8);

57 w_zpos2400_2600 = vel(temp_x, 9);

58

59 %for heights 2600mm -2800mm

60 j = 2800;

61 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

62 temp_x = temp_x ’;

63 u_zpos2600_2800 = vel(temp_x, 7);

64 v_zpos2600_2800 = vel(temp_x, 8);

65 w_zpos2600_2800 = vel(temp_x, 9);

66

67 %for heights 2800mm -3000mm

68 j = 3000;

69 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

70 temp_x = temp_x ’;

71 u_zpos2800_3000 = vel(temp_x, 7);

72 v_zpos2800_3000 = vel(temp_x, 8);

73 w_zpos2800_3000 = vel(temp_x, 9);
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74

75 %for heights 3000mm -3200mm

76 j = 3200;

77 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

78 temp_x = temp_x ’;

79 u_zpos3000_3200 = vel(temp_x, 7);

80 v_zpos3000_3200 = vel(temp_x, 8);

81 w_zpos3000_3200 = vel(temp_x, 9);

82

83 %for heights 3200mm -3400mm

84 j = 3400;

85 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

86 temp_x = temp_x ’;

87 u_zpos3200_3400 = vel(temp_x, 7);

88 v_zpos3200_3400 = vel(temp_x, 8);

89 w_zpos3200_3400 = vel(temp_x, 9);

90

91 %for heights 3400mm -3600mm

92 j = 3400;

93 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

94 temp_x = temp_x ’;

95 u_zpos3400_3600 = vel(temp_x, 7);

96 v_zpos3400_3600 = vel(temp_x, 8);

97 w_zpos3400_3600 = vel(temp_x, 9);

98

99 %for heights 3600mm -3800mm

100 j = 3600;

101 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

102 temp_x = temp_x ’;

103 u_zpos3600_3800 = vel(temp_x, 7);

104 v_zpos3600_3800 = vel(temp_x, 8);

105 w_zpos3600_3800 = vel(temp_x, 9);

106

107 %%

108 u_2200 = mean(u_zpos2200_2400);

109 u_2400 = mean(u_zpos2400_2600);

110 u_2600 = mean(u_zpos2600_2800);

111 u_2800 = mean(u_zpos2800_3000);

112 u_3000 = mean(u_zpos3000_3200);

113 u_3200 = mean(u_zpos3200_3400);
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114 u_3400 = mean(u_zpos3400_3600);

115 u_3600 = mean(u_zpos3600_3800);

116

117 v_2200 = mean(v_zpos2200_2400);

118 v_2400 = mean(v_zpos2400_2600);

119 v_2600 = mean(v_zpos2600_2800);

120 v_2800 = mean(v_zpos2800_3000);

121 v_3000 = mean(v_zpos3000_3200);

122 v_3200 = mean(v_zpos3200_3400);

123 v_3400 = mean(v_zpos3400_3600);

124 v_3600 = mean(v_zpos3600_3800);

125

126 w_2200 = mean(w_zpos2200_2400);

127 w_2400 = mean(w_zpos2400_2600);

128 w_2600 = mean(w_zpos2600_2800);

129 w_2800 = mean(w_zpos2800_3000);

130 w_3000 = mean(w_zpos3000_3200);

131 w_3200 = mean(w_zpos3200_3400);

132 w_3400 = mean(w_zpos3400_3600);

133 w_3600 = mean(w_zpos3600_3800);

134

135 %The magnitue of the US measurements was calculated as us_mag and used to

136 %normalize all of the data.

137 us_mag = (us_avg (1)^2 + us_avg (2)^2 + us_avg (3)^2)^0.5;

138

139 %The heights of the measurement volume were normalized to make the minimum

140 %of the measurement volume equal 0 and the maximum height equal 1.

141 zpos = 2200:200:3600;

142 zpos = zpos/2000 - 1;

143

144 u = ([u_2200 u_2400 u_2600 u_2800 u_3000 u_3200 u_3400 u_3600 ]/1000)/us_mag;

145 v = ([v_2200 v_2400 v_2600 v_2800 v_3000 v_3200 v_3400 v_3600 ]/1000)/us_mag;

146 w = ([w_2200 w_2400 w_2600 w_2800 w_3000 w_3200 w_3400 w_3600 ]/1000)/us_mag;

147 u2D = mean(vel2D (:,7))/us_mag;

148 v2D = mean(vel2D (:,8))/us_mag;

149

150 %========== 2. Re Stress Profiles in Vertical Direction ==========

151 % ==========================================================================

152

153 %for heights 2200mm -2400mm
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154 u_zpos2200_2400_abs = abs(u_zpos2200_2400);

155 u_zpos2200_2400_avg = mean(u_zpos2200_2400_abs);

156 v_zpos2200_2400_abs = abs(v_zpos2200_2400);

157 v_zpos2200_2400_avg = mean(v_zpos2200_2400_abs);

158 w_zpos2200_2400_abs = abs(w_zpos2200_2400);

159 w_zpos2200_2400_avg = mean(w_zpos2200_2400_abs);

160 u_prime_zpos2200_2400 = (u_zpos2200_2400_abs - u_zpos2200_2400_avg)/1000;

161 v_prime_zpos2200_2400 = (v_zpos2200_2400_abs - v_zpos2200_2400_avg)/1000;

162 w_prime_zpos2200_2400 = (w_zpos2200_2400_abs - w_zpos2200_2400_avg)/1000;

163

164 %for heights 2400mm -2600mm

165 u_zpos2400_2600_abs = abs(u_zpos2400_2600);

166 u_zpos2400_2600_avg = mean(u_zpos2400_2600_abs);

167 v_zpos2400_2600_abs = abs(v_zpos2400_2600);

168 v_zpos2400_2600_avg = mean(v_zpos2400_2600_abs);

169 w_zpos2400_2600_abs = abs(w_zpos2400_2600);

170 w_zpos2400_2600_avg = mean(w_zpos2400_2600_abs);

171 u_prime_zpos2400_2600 = (u_zpos2400_2600_abs - u_zpos2400_2600_avg)/1000;

172 v_prime_zpos2400_2600 = (v_zpos2400_2600_abs - v_zpos2400_2600_avg)/1000;

173 w_prime_zpos2400_2600 = (w_zpos2400_2600_abs - w_zpos2400_2600_avg)/1000;

174

175 %for heights 2600mm -2800mm

176 u_zpos2600_2800_abs = abs(u_zpos2600_2800);

177 u_zpos2600_2800_avg = mean(u_zpos2600_2800_abs);

178 v_zpos2600_2800_abs = abs(v_zpos2600_2800);

179 v_zpos2600_2800_avg = mean(v_zpos2600_2800_abs);

180 w_zpos2600_2800_abs = abs(w_zpos2600_2800);

181 w_zpos2600_2800_avg = mean(w_zpos2600_2800_abs);

182 u_prime_zpos2600_2800 = (u_zpos2600_2800_abs - u_zpos2600_2800_avg)/1000;

183 v_prime_zpos2600_2800 = (v_zpos2600_2800_abs - v_zpos2600_2800_avg)/1000;

184 w_prime_zpos2600_2800 = (w_zpos2600_2800_abs - w_zpos2600_2800_avg)/1000;

185

186 %for heights 2800mm -3000mm

187 u_zpos2800_3000_abs = abs(u_zpos2800_3000);

188 u_zpos2800_3000_avg = mean(u_zpos2800_3000_abs);

189 v_zpos2800_3000_abs = abs(v_zpos2800_3000);

190 v_zpos2800_3000_avg = mean(v_zpos2800_3000_abs);

191 w_zpos2800_3000_abs = abs(w_zpos2800_3000);

192 w_zpos2800_3000_avg = mean(w_zpos2800_3000_abs);

193 u_prime_zpos2800_3000 = (u_zpos2800_3000_abs - u_zpos2800_3000_avg)/1000;
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194 v_prime_zpos2800_3000 = (v_zpos2800_3000_abs - v_zpos2800_3000_avg)/1000;

195 w_prime_zpos2800_3000 = (w_zpos2800_3000_abs - w_zpos2800_3000_avg)/1000;

196

197 %for heights 3000mm -3200mm

198 u_zpos3000_3200_abs = abs(u_zpos3000_3200);

199 u_zpos3000_3200_avg = mean(u_zpos3000_3200_abs);

200 v_zpos3000_3200_abs = abs(v_zpos3000_3200);

201 v_zpos3000_3200_avg = mean(v_zpos3000_3200_abs);

202 w_zpos3000_3200_abs = abs(w_zpos3000_3200);

203 w_zpos3000_3200_avg = mean(w_zpos3000_3200_abs);

204 u_prime_zpos3000_3200 = (u_zpos3000_3200_abs - u_zpos3000_3200_avg)/1000;

205 v_prime_zpos3000_3200 = (v_zpos3000_3200_abs - v_zpos3000_3200_avg)/1000;

206 w_prime_zpos3000_3200 = (w_zpos3000_3200_abs - w_zpos3000_3200_avg)/1000;

207

208 %for heights 3200mm -3400mm

209 u_zpos3200_3400_abs = abs(u_zpos3200_3400);

210 u_zpos3200_3400_avg = mean(u_zpos3200_3400_abs);

211 v_zpos3200_3400_abs = abs(v_zpos3200_3400);

212 v_zpos3200_3400_avg = mean(v_zpos3200_3400_abs);

213 w_zpos3200_3400_abs = abs(w_zpos3200_3400);

214 w_zpos3200_3400_avg = mean(w_zpos3200_3400_abs);

215 u_prime_zpos3200_3400 = (u_zpos3200_3400_abs - u_zpos3200_3400_avg)/1000;

216 v_prime_zpos3200_3400 = (v_zpos3200_3400_abs - v_zpos3200_3400_avg)/1000;

217 w_prime_zpos3200_3400 = (w_zpos3200_3400_abs - w_zpos3200_3400_avg)/1000;

218

219 %for heights 3400mm -3600mm

220 u_zpos3400_3600_abs = abs(u_zpos3400_3600);

221 u_zpos3400_3600_avg = mean(u_zpos3400_3600_abs);

222 v_zpos3400_3600_abs = abs(v_zpos3400_3600);

223 v_zpos3400_3600_avg = mean(v_zpos3400_3600_abs);

224 w_zpos3400_3600_abs = abs(w_zpos3400_3600);

225 w_zpos3400_3600_avg = mean(w_zpos3400_3600_abs);

226 u_prime_zpos3400_3600 = (u_zpos3400_3600_abs - u_zpos3400_3600_avg)/1000;

227 v_prime_zpos3400_3600 = (v_zpos3400_3600_abs - v_zpos3400_3600_avg)/1000;

228 w_prime_zpos3400_3600 = (w_zpos3400_3600_abs - w_zpos3400_3600_avg)/1000;

229

230 %for heights 3600mm -3800mm

231 u_zpos3600_3800_abs = abs(u_zpos3600_3800);

232 u_zpos3600_3800_avg = mean(u_zpos3600_3800_abs);

233 v_zpos3600_3800_abs = abs(v_zpos3600_3800);
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234 v_zpos3600_3800_avg = mean(v_zpos3600_3800_abs);

235 w_zpos3600_3800_abs = abs(w_zpos3600_3800);

236 w_zpos3600_3800_avg = mean(w_zpos3600_3800_abs);

237 u_prime_zpos3600_3800 = (u_zpos3600_3800_abs - u_zpos3600_3800_avg)/1000;

238 v_prime_zpos3600_3800 = (v_zpos3600_3800_abs - v_zpos3600_3800_avg)/1000;

239 w_prime_zpos3600_3800 = (w_zpos3600_3800_abs - w_zpos3600_3800_avg)/1000;

240

241 %Calculations for the Reynolds stresses in the streamwise , spanswise ,

242 %vertical , and shear directions for the 3D PTV data.

243

244 Re_streamwise_2200_2400=mean(u_prime_zpos2200_2400.* u_prime_zpos2200_2400);

245 Re_streamwise_2400_2600=mean(u_prime_zpos2400_2600.* u_prime_zpos2400_2600);

246 Re_streamwise_2600_2800=mean(u_prime_zpos2600_2800.* u_prime_zpos2600_2800);

247 Re_streamwise_2800_3000=mean(u_prime_zpos2800_3000.* u_prime_zpos2800_3000);

248 Re_streamwise_3000_3200=mean(u_prime_zpos3000_3200.* u_prime_zpos3000_3200);

249 Re_streamwise_3200_3400=mean(u_prime_zpos3200_3400.* u_prime_zpos3200_3400);

250 Re_streamwise_3400_3600=mean(u_prime_zpos3400_3600.* u_prime_zpos3400_3600);

251 Re_streamwise_3600_3800=mean(u_prime_zpos3600_3800.* u_prime_zpos3600_3800);

252

253 Re_spanwise_2200_2400 = mean(v_prime_zpos2200_2400.* v_prime_zpos2200_2400);

254 Re_spanwise_2400_2600 = mean(v_prime_zpos2400_2600.* v_prime_zpos2400_2600);

255 Re_spanwise_2600_2800 = mean(v_prime_zpos2600_2800.* v_prime_zpos2600_2800);

256 Re_spanwise_2800_3000 = mean(v_prime_zpos2800_3000.* v_prime_zpos2800_3000);

257 Re_spanwise_3000_3200 = mean(v_prime_zpos3000_3200.* v_prime_zpos3000_3200);

258 Re_spanwise_3200_3400 = mean(v_prime_zpos3200_3400.* v_prime_zpos3200_3400);

259 Re_spanwise_3400_3600 = mean(v_prime_zpos3400_3600.* v_prime_zpos3400_3600);

260 Re_spanwise_3600_3800 = mean(v_prime_zpos3600_3800.* v_prime_zpos3600_3800);

261

262 Re_vertical_2200_2400 = mean(w_prime_zpos2200_2400.* w_prime_zpos2200_2400);

263 Re_vertical_2400_2600 = mean(w_prime_zpos2400_2600.* w_prime_zpos2400_2600);

264 Re_vertical_2600_2800 = mean(w_prime_zpos2600_2800.* w_prime_zpos2600_2800);

265 Re_vertical_2800_3000 = mean(w_prime_zpos2800_3000.* w_prime_zpos2800_3000);

266 Re_vertical_3000_3200 = mean(w_prime_zpos3000_3200.* w_prime_zpos3000_3200);

267 Re_vertical_3200_3400 = mean(w_prime_zpos3200_3400.* w_prime_zpos3200_3400);

268 Re_vertical_3400_3600 = mean(w_prime_zpos3400_3600.* w_prime_zpos3400_3600);

269 Re_vertical_3600_3800 = mean(w_prime_zpos3600_3800.* w_prime_zpos3600_3800);

270

271 Re_shear_2200_2400 = mean(u_prime_zpos2200_2400.* v_prime_zpos2200_2400);

272 Re_shear_2400_2600 = mean(u_prime_zpos2400_2600.* v_prime_zpos2400_2600);

273 Re_shear_2600_2800 = mean(u_prime_zpos2600_2800.* v_prime_zpos2600_2800);
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274 Re_shear_2800_3000 = mean(u_prime_zpos2800_3000.* v_prime_zpos2800_3000);

275 Re_shear_3000_3200 = mean(u_prime_zpos3000_3200.* v_prime_zpos3000_3200);

276 Re_shear_3200_3400 = mean(u_prime_zpos3200_3400.* v_prime_zpos3200_3400);

277 Re_shear_3400_3600 = mean(u_prime_zpos3400_3600.* v_prime_zpos3400_3600);

278 Re_shear_3600_3800 = mean(u_prime_zpos3600_3800.* v_prime_zpos3600_3800);

279

280 %Calculations for the Reynolds stresses in each direction for the US.

281

282 us_uavg = mean(abs(us(:,1)));

283 us_vavg = mean(abs(us(:,2)));

284 us_wavg = mean(abs(us(:,3)));

285 us_streamwise = abs(us(:, 1)) - us_uavg;

286 us_spanwise = abs(us(:, 2)) - us_vavg;

287 us_vertical = abs(us(:, 3)) - us_wavg;

288

289 Re_streamwise_us = mean(us_streamwise.* us_streamwise);

290 Re_spanwise_us = mean( us_spanwise.* us_spanwise);

291 Re_vertical_us = mean( us_vertical.* us_vertical);

292 Re_shear_us = mean( us_streamwise.*us_spanwise);

293

294 Re_streamwise_us = Re_streamwise_us/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);

295 Re_spanwise_us = Re_spanwise_us/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);

296 Re_vertical_us = Re_vertical_us/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);

297 Re_shear_us = Re_shear_us/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);

298

299 %Calculations for the Reynolds stresses in each direction for the 2D PTV.

300

301 vel2D_uavg = mean(abs(vel2D(:, 7)));

302 vel2D_vavg = mean(abs(vel2D(:, 8)));

303 vel2D_u = abs(vel2D (:,7));

304 vel2D_v = abs(vel2D (:,8));

305

306 u2D_streamwise = (vel2D_u - vel2D_uavg)/1000;

307 v2D_spanwise = (vel2D_v - vel2D_vavg)/1000;

308

309 Re_streamwise_2D = mean(u2D_streamwise.*u2D_streamwise);

310 Re_spanwise_2D = mean( v2D_spanwise.* v2D_spanwise);

311 Re_shear_2D = mean( u2D_streamwise.* v2D_spanwise);

312

313 Re_streamwise_2D = Re_streamwise_2D/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);
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314 Re_spanwise_2D = Re_spanwise_2D/((vel_uavg/1000) ^2);

315 Re_shear_2D = Re_shear_2D/((vel_uavg/1000) *(vel_uavg/1000));

316

317 %Overall Reynolds stress variables are created.

318 Reu_3D = [Re_streamwise_2200_2400 Re_streamwise_2400_2600

319 Re_streamwise_2600_2800 Re_streamwise_2800_3000

320 Re_streamwise_3000_3200Re_streamwise_3200_3400

321 Re_streamwise_3400_3600 Re_streamwise_3600_3800 ]/(( us_mag)^2);

322 Rev_3D = [Re_spanwise_2200_2400 Re_spanwise_2400_2600

323 Re_spanwise_2600_2800 Re_spanwise_2800_3000

324 Re_spanwise_3000_3200 Re_spanwise_3200_3400

325 Re_spanwise_3400_3600 Re_spanwise_3600_3800 ]/((us_mag)^2);

326 Rew_3D = [Re_vertical_2200_2400 Re_vertical_2400_2600

327 Re_vertical_2600_2800 Re_vertical_2800_3000

328 Re_vertical_3000_3200 Re_vertical_3200_3400

329 Re_vertical_3400_3600 Re_vertical_3600_3800 ]/((us_mag)^2);

330 Reuv_3D = [Re_shear_2200_2400 Re_shear_2400_2600

331 Re_shear_2600_2800 Re_shear_2800_3000

332 Re_shear_3000_3200 Re_shear_3200_3400

333 Re_shear_3400_3600 Re_shear_3600_3800]/(( us_mag)^2);

,

B.3 Continuity

This section describes the codes used to calculate the left side of the continuity equa-

tion, listed in ??. The same vertical bins are used as a sample of the calculations.

1 %% Continuity Profile in Veritcal Direction

2 % Written by: Carolyn Fisher

3 % Contact e-mail: c.fisher@queensu.ca

4 % Last Updated: March 2019

5

6

7 %========== Continuity Profile in Vertical Direction =============

8 % ==========================================================================

9
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10 %Using the same vertical bins as before, the continuity profile in the

11 %vertical direction for the 3D PTV , 2D PTV , and US was calculated.

12 %All input data from OpenPTV was initially in the units of milimeters.

13 %Variable vel() is the 3D PTV data , and vel2D () is the 2D PTV data combined

14 %into continuous arrays.

15

16 %vel(: ,10) = all acceleration in streamwise direction of the 3D PTV

17 %vel(: ,11) = all acceleration in spanwise direction of the 3D PTV

18 %vel(: ,12) = all acceleration in vertical direction of the 3D PTV

19 %us(:,6) = all acceleration in streamwise direction values from the US data

20 %us(:,7) = all acceleration in spanwise direction values from the US data

21 %us(:,8) = all acceleration in vertical direction values from the US data

22

23 %Left side of continuity equation , calculated for every bubble at any given

24 %time , and for US.

25

26 vel(: ,13) = vel(: ,10)./vel(:,7) + vel(: ,11)./vel(:,8) +vel(: ,12)./vel(:,9);

27 vel2D (: ,13)=vel2D (: ,10)./vel2D(:,7)+vel2D (: ,11)./vel2D(:,8)+vel2D (: ,12)./vel2D

(:,9);

28 us(:,9) = us(:,6)./us(:,1) + us(:,7)./us(:,2) + us(:,8)./us(:,3);

29

30 %Characteristic length of the volume, L, defined as the unit height of the

31 %volume.

32 L = 1;

33

34 %for heights 2200mm -2400mm

35 j = 2400;

36 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

37 temp_x = temp_x ’;

38 cont_2200_2400 = vel(temp_x, 13);

39

40 %for heights 2400mm -2600mm

41 j = 2600;

42 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

43 temp_x = temp_x ’;

44 cont_2400_2600 = vel(temp_x, 13);

45

46 %for heights 2600mm -2800mm

47 j = 2800;

48 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));
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49 temp_x = temp_x ’;

50 cont_2600_2800 = vel(temp_x, 13);

51

52 %for heights 2800mm -3000mm

53 j = 3000;

54 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

55 temp_x = temp_x ’;

56 cont_2800_3000 = vel(temp_x, 13);

57

58 %for heights 3000mm -3200mm

59 j = 3200;

60 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

61 temp_x = temp_x ’;

62 cont_3000_3200 = vel(temp_x, 13);

63

64 %for heights 3200mm -3400mm

65 j = 3400;

66 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

67 temp_x = temp_x ’;

68 cont_3200_3400 = vel(temp_x, 13);

69

70 %for heights 3400mm -3600mm

71 j = 3400;

72 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

73 temp_x = temp_x ’;

74 cont_3400_3600 = vel(temp_x, 13);

75

76 %for heights 3600mm -3800mm

77 j = 3600;

78 temp_x = find(vel(:,3) <=j & vel(:,3) >(j-200));

79 temp_x = temp_x ’;

80 cont_3600_3800 = vel(temp_x, 13);

81

82 %Create continuity variables and normalize.

83

84 cont_2200 = mean(cont_2200_2400);

85 cont_2400 = mean(cont_2400_2600);

86 cont_2600 = mean(cont_2600_2800);

87 cont_2800 = mean(cont_2800_3000);

88 cont_3000 = mean(cont_3000_3200);
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89 cont_3200 = mean(cont_3200_3400);

90 cont_3400 = mean(cont_3400_3600);

91 cont_3600 = mean(cont_3600_3800);

92

93 cont2D = mean(vel2D (: ,13))/(L/us_mag);

94 cont = ([ cont_2200 cont_2400 cont_2600 cont_2800

95 cont_3000 cont_3200 cont_3400 cont_3600])/(L/us_mag);

96 cont_us = mean(us(:,9))/(L/us_mag);
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